MORNING MEETINGS
greetings & activities
FREEBIE!

**Activity Cards**

- **POP!**
  Students sit down in a circle. Students count out up to number 5. The fifth student stands up, shouts POP!, and stays standing. The counting continues, skip students with a student.

- **Don’t Make Me Laugh**
  Two students volunteer to stand in the middle of a circle. One student is going to stand with a straight face and the other student is going to try to make the other laugh.

**Greeting Cards**

- **String Greeting**
  Students stand in a circle. Give one student a piece of yarn or string. Student will then greet a student. That student will come over and take the yarn to their student still a web.

- **What’s the News?**
  Students will think of something they did over break or the weekend. Choose one student to go first. The class will say “Good Morning _____, what’s the news?” The student will state 3 facts about their weekend or break. Continue until all students have been greeted.
What’s the News?

Students will think of something they did over break or the weekend. Choose one student to go first. The class will say “Good Morning ___, what’s the news?” The student will state 3 facts about their weekend or break. Continue until all students have been greeted.

Card Greeting

Give each student a card from a deck. Call to middle all students with a specific suit. Then, students will greet each other in the middle.

Character Greeting

Give students a card with the name of part of a character couple. Students will try to greet the student with the matching character. For example, Beauty & Beast.

String Greeting

Students stand in a circle. Give one student a piece of yarn or string. Student will then greet a student. That student will come over and take the yarn to their spot with the previous student still holding on. Continue until a web has been created.
Telephone

Students stand in a circle and whisper a message to each other. The goal is to see if the first message that started is the same message at the end.

POP!

Students sit down in a circle. Students count out up to number 5. The fifth student stands up, shouts POP!, and stays standing. The counting continues, skipping over students who are up, until all students are standing.

Don’t Make Me Laugh

Two students volunteer to stand in the middle of a circle. One student is going to stand with a straight face and the other student is going to try to make the other laugh.

Group Charades

Students are put into groups. Each group is given a category to act out together. For example, simple machines (printer, sharpener), animals, jobs. Students will come up with a way to work together to act out the word. The class will then guess what they are acting out.
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